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1. Goal of talk
2. What to look for in a study
3. What’s your path to success?
4. Examples (by goal):

a. “A/B” testing: small changes to improve 
impact 

b. are we having an impact?
c. who are we? what is the makeup / internal 

dynamics of our movement?
5. Discussion questions

Outline



● Method and goals stated before study 
begins 

● Data provided publicly
● Understand the domain 

What to look for in a study











Studies can’t create your vision

… but they can help measure progress along 
the way

Knowing your path to success 
shows what you should measure



Mass movement needs people. How do 
people get involved?

“Funnel” measures steps in 
getting people more engaged

“Conversion 
funnel” is very 
heavily used in 
marketing.



● Most effective when testing and 
implementation are very similar

● Over many tests in different situations, 
could lead to theories or support for 
theories

“A/B tests” examine small 
changes



DxE Graphic Images Study



● Compared 4 videos
● Conducted the study in the exact context 

in which they planned to use the results
● No attempt made to measure broader 

effectiveness or compare to control, but 
great information on what they did 
measure

The Humane League Video 
Comparison Study



(Can get some of this 
informally/anecdotally, but “observer bias” 
etc. will be even more of a problem.)  

Are we having an impact? What’s 
the state of progress?



Increased support for gay marriage is a mix 
of population turnover and convincing 
people



How many people came to the 
protest?



Useful for historical comparisons, etc.

Who are we? What is the makeup 
of our movement?



(college peer ranking as an example of this 
not working)

Just ask! (no)



Study on makeup of the movement in 1990 
and 1998. Diet, priorities, etc.

Are more animal rights activists 
are vegan now?



What is our path to success? How should we 
measure progress?

How can activists weigh the costs and 
benefits of spending some of their time, 
energy, and resources on measurement?

Discussion Questions


